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my super scary mysteiries

Let me worn you what your about to her may disturb you.

Verb - Past Tense Halloween I made the worst choice of life to go to my family mansion with 12 of my

friends. We arrived exactly at midnight on the first night out of or six day trip. I had heard stories of are family

ancestors and how three of them had gone insane and killed their Verb - Present ends in S and workers in

1800s. But that didn't bother me. It should have!

On the fist night we arrived we had herd scratching and clawing and two screams throw the thunderstorm. The

electricity went out about three a.m. so we switched two candelas. And were getting ready for breakfast. But

when we sat down to eat had some feeling something was about to happen. Then out of nowhere all the candelas

went out leaving it pitch black and I heard a scram a bang. Then after a moment there was an eerie silence and

then a man yelled you should not have come. And that was the last time we entered that room for we had 5 days

left and we only had 11 people left one missing. The next day as we searched the silence was deviating and

creepy. I was walking down the hallway when I found a pile of blood. The something wet hit me in the head and

I was relentent to look up. And when I did I saw Trevor's lifeless body hanging by his neck on the

Verb - Present ends in ING . And I ran in to the closest room and hid under the bed. Then something stuttered

outside and I looked it was an eerie shape with a hammer. And a scream as he hit something hard three times

then looked around and dragged the lifeless body of Julie in to the mansion.

Now were down to 10 only with 4 days left before the car comes back to take us to the airport.
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